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Explore the endless possibilities of metal claySculpt it, cut it, shape it, roll it. Just about anything is

possible when you're creating with the amazing medium of metal clay.Whether you're new to its

wonders or are looking for new ideas and techniques, Metal Clay Jewelry has it all. Metal clay artist

and instructor Louise Duhamel starts with the basics of the medium explaining the different forms of

clay and teaching the basic techniques. Then the fun really begins! In twenty projects created by

Louise and other talented clay artists, you'll learn more fabulous techniques including origami

folding with paper clay, sculpting with paste clay, enameling, creating hollow forms and so much

more. With step-by-step photography throughout, you won't miss a beat as you explore this

amazing medium.In addition, with variation projects and a gallery of stellar art by world-renown

artists, you get all the inspiration you'll need to start designing your own metal clay pieces. Discover

all the possibilities of metal clay today!
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I recently started working with metal clay. As a result, I purchased a series of books in order to learn



more. This book is by far the best I have ordered. I really enjoyed it because it is full of innovative,

very creative techniques yet it also covers all the basics in detail. The directions are clear and don't

make the beginner feel intimidated. This book guarantees that you won't be bored after you master

the basics.

True inspiring and awesome works of metal clay are really INSIDE the book. This book shows

techniques and design options not found in others(I have three other books by three different artists

and authors). Many exquisite projects and a definite recommend for the metal clay enthusiast!

Great project beautiful and informative

This is a wonderful new metal clay book. Anyone interested in metal clay fabrication should buy this

book for their metal clay library. It is a must have. The projects are really beautiful. Louise and all

the contributors present projects that are unique and well explained. The projects show the great

development that has happened in metal clay fabrication in recent years.I especially found the

"Silver Nuggets" (tips) to be insightful and of great help.

Interesting

Good ideas for jewelry and some fun projects. I, as well as friends who have borrowed it, have liked

it very much.

thank you

This book is full of great designs, however- I would not recommend this book for any self taught

student. One can be self taught and not have to spend $300+ on a teacher telling you what you can

learn on your own. Metal clay is NOT a hard product to learn. There are too many books on the

market that read the same and have the same information on metal clay. My advise, free tutorials

on the net are the best way to learn. Not only are the books on the market the same on metal clay,

but do all of the authors have to word their instructions on every single move that their hands make?

In conclusion, this book is good for the basics of metal clay and to make the designs in the book

only. You can incorporta your own ideas after learning the way to execute a design. Purchase one

or two great books on metal clay and leave it at that.
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